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Practises as Counsel and Attorney at Law before courts and 
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Experience in estate planning, both in the private and business 
sector. His preferred areas are long-term corporate and private 
advice, the development of real estate and supporting property 
developers in major projects. He disposes of long standing and 
extensive knowledge as Notary Public, especially in the area of 
Swiss “Baurechte” and “Stockwerkeigentum”.

Education 
Legal studies at the University of Basel.

Experience 
Several years’ experience in the banking, trust, auditing and tax sectors. Experience with Sandoz 
International AG in divisional and group finance, international tax planning, acquisitions, 
 divestments, joint ventures and strategic project management (1988–1992). Attorney at Law and 
Notary Public (partner) with Bietenholz & Fischer (1992–1998); as a part-time activity he was a  
member of the Tax Appeal Commission of the Canton of Basel City (1999–2022), from 2016 to 2022  
as its President. Since 2019, he is responsible for the exhibition operations of the Cultural Foundation 
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Memberships 
Basel Bar Association, Swiss Bar Association, Basel Notaries’ Association, Swiss Notaries’ Association.

Publications 
Author of various publications in the field.
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If you are travelling via the motorway from Zurich 
Leave the motorway at the Basel Süd/City exit.  
Go into the centre lane at the first set of traffic lights 
and follow the signs for Bahnhof SBB (Nauenstrasse). 
The Central Post building and the Centralbahnplatz 
(Station Square) will be on your left-hand side. After 
the Station Square turn right into Elisabethenstrasse.

If you are travelling via the motorway from France 
or Germany – Leave the motorway at the Basel Ost/
Wettstein exit and turn right at the first set of traffic 
lights. Follow the signs for Wettsteinplatz (Wettstein-
allee). Drive across the Wettsteinbrücke (Wettstein 
Bridge). The Kunstmuseum (Art Museum) and the 
UBS bank will be on your left-hand side.

If you are coming by train to Basel SBB (Swiss 
Rail Station) – Leave the station by the main exit 
and go to the tram stops just immediately outside 

the  station. Take Tram No. 2, direction “Riehen” or 
“Mustermesse” and leave the tram at Kirschgarten 
(one stop only). If you prefer, you could also go on 
foot (a 5-minute walk).

If you are coming by train to Basel Badischer 
Bahnhof (German Rail Station) – Take tram No. 2, 
direction Binningen, right infront of the station and 
leave the tram at Kirschgarten (5 stops).

If arriving at Basel-Mulhouse Euro Airport 
Take the green bus (ticket machine at the bus stop) 
which leaves from outside the arrivals terminal and 
goes to Swiss Rail Station. You’ll also find a taxi 
stand outside the arrivals terminal.  
At Swiss Rail Station take Tram No. 2, direction 
“Riehen” or “Mustermesse”, and leave the tram  
at Kirschgarten (one stop only). If you prefer, you 
could also go on foot (a 5-minute walk).
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